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The knowledge of localized surface temperature of a 
metallic photocathode, irradiated by an intense laser beam is a 
necessity for its yfeld optimization. We propose to measure this 
temperature by ellipsometry. The advantage of this method is 
to be, also, sensitive to the surface condition and the 
environment (air or vacuum) 

- Introduction 

The recent use of photocathodes irradiated by high power 
laser, for the production of high current densities, requir.es the 
control of thetr behaviour. 

The laser-material interaction, results in thermal 
gradient, stress and possibly reaction of the surface with its 
environment. Its application to the specified case of 
photocathodes causes localized effects which require an 
experimental study, because the classical laws cannot be 
applied directly. 

To control all the phenomena In real time and /n slfu, we 
propose an original technique based on e’lipzometry. We 
present here a first series of data derived from a thin layer of 

gold illuminated by ,3 CW Ar+ laser. 

2 - Maior basic data of elliosometrq 

The ellisometry is the measurement of variations of the 
electromagnetic wave-electric field after reflectton on a solld 
surface. The electric field results in components E, parallel 

and E, perpendicular to the plane of incidence. By a reflection 

on a metallic surface, the E, and E, components are submitted 

to phase shifts ‘pD anc ‘pa respectively, the first ellipsometric 

parameter A = +o - qe is defined for the value of phases 

difference after reflection. The amplitudes of these two 
components being also modified, we measure their variations 
from the ratlo of the E, and E, amplitudes after and before the 

reflection : A, and A,. The second ellipsometric parameter w 

is defined by tg y, =: A/A,. 

For air-metal reflection, the metal is characterized by Its 
complex index B, the complex reflectances for each component 
E, and E, for incidence angle O, are : 
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The relative complex dielectric constant of the metal I(-; 

E =c,-jF 2 = (n)2 - - 

&J.Q 
with F, = cr (0) and E2 = cr 0.d) + - 

L3F 0 
where o(cl)) is the electrical conductivity for the frequency G;. 
.J. Shewchun and R.C. Rove [l] established the main relations 

between cl, up, A and 8, : 
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Here no : I (air or vacuum). 

The measurements of 9,, A and v with a precision \n order to 

10e2 degree, we deduce directly the values of Cl and CT. 

3 Relmeen C and the surfwature - 
- 

Such a relation has been shown by different authors for 

various metals. Wlnsemlus [Zl measured 5 particularly, for 

temperatures of a gold surface from 40 K to 295 K versus the 
wawelength of incident radiation. We propose to use this 
relation to determine in real time the thermal variation of a 
gold surface irradiated by an intense laser beam. 

4 - Experimental set-up 

It was built to measure, in real time, the elllpsometrlc 

parameters of a large solid surface (some cm2), located in air 
or In a vacuum chamber. The analyzed sample Is then 
illuminated by a laser probe, here 5 mW polarized He-Ne, 
modulated by an acousto-optic deflector. The laser beam can 
be moved by a servomotor-optical scanner. A second laser, 

here 5 W CW Ar+, can be focused on a small surface of the 
sample (0 N 0.2 mm) to produce a local heating. The optlcal 
elllpsometric signal is detected by a set of monochromator - 
photomultlplier and lock-in amplifier, with I Hz bandwidth. 
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We use the method first proposed by R. J. Archer [3l, the 
experimental parameters being the azlmuthal angles P and A, 
between the direction of maximum transmission of the polarizer 
and the analyzer with the normal to the plane of incidence. For 
a compensator-azimuth C = f n/4, the detected electrical 
signal is : 

S(P, A) 01. Iw [ s,n2(A - A,) -sin 2Ai sin 2A sln2(P - Pi) 1 
where L is the laser-probe intensity, P, and A, are the values 

to be measured. For example, when C = + n/4 

Ai = i&r and pi+-; 

The values of nulling angles A and P give the values of A, 

and Pi and then that of A and yr. For constant Ai, the signal is a 

parabolic functiori of difference P - Pi. The increase of 

temperature shifts the parabola to the increasing P, while the 
minimum of Y(P, A) is conserved. In the case of chemical 
alteration of the surface, we will observe an Irreversible shift 
w1thsi.R t.!~e conservatiori of the minimum. Conserving P constant 
close to Pi iwlth A and A, constant), any modification of P, 

irlduce: a varistlon of S!P, k). From t.his variation, we can 
deterrnirle AP, by comparison with the value for a Constant Pi 

and a given AP. 

5 - Experimental reSUitS 

All the data reported here were obtained from a gold 
cathode in a’r. 

First, we proceed to the temperature calibration. The 
sample is constituted by a thin gold layer (- 200 nm), deposited 
on a substrate of sllic;um of 0.3 mm thickness. This Set is 
glued on a copper disc of 4 mm thickness and 25 mm diameter. 

A thermocouple placed in the copper disc just under the 
silicium, gives the temperature of all the surface because the 
whole piece is heated uniformly. As the heating power is 
constant, the temperature increases slowly. The corresponding 
variation of the ellipsometric signal S(P, A) is simultaneously 
recorded. The values of S(P,A) for different P, at room 
temperature were preliminarily recorded. 

The influence of the convection increases with the heatiw 
time, so that if we can consider that initial evolution of surface 
temperature is not much perturbed ; after some tens of 
seconds the temperature would be much reduced. The 

varratlons of S(P, A) agree well with the tij2 heating law. 
The ellipsometric signal S(P, A) is compared on the 

Figure I to the signal So given by the thermocouple. From So 

we deduce that 50 Kelvln rtse corresponds to a variation AP = 

5. 10m2 degree. The resolution is z k 2.5 K. 

Now we consider a local heating by the (500 f 14 nm) CW 

Ar+ laser. The beam is focused on a spot of 3. 10e2 mm2 at the 
center of the same disc. 

A local equilibrium is established between the air and 
surface temperatures. For absorbed powers less than 0.25 W, 
after aboti I second, thermal and index gradients appear 

locally in air. They cause deviations of probe beam depending 
of relative poslttons of the two laser beams, it is the mirage 
effect [4]. For high power, the thermal variation 1s extended to 
all the surface. The probe laser beam is no more deviated, a 
defocalizat.ion appears, increasing with the incident power. 
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The Figure 2 shows S(P, A) during the local irradiation of 
the sample center by 2 W absorbed power. Values of S(P, A) for 
different P values, at room temperature are also indicated. A P 
varlat!on of -0.1 degree corresponds to a 100 K temperature 
elevation. The brutal variations at the beginning and the end of 

the Ar+ irradiation are imputed to the mirage effect. They 
correspond to a constant attenuation of the probe beam during 
the whole duration of irradiation. Ttle corrected values allow 
the computation of the difference between room and surface 
temperat.ures. After the end of illumination the thermal 
gradient. oo the sxface is tower, cancelllng the mirage effect. 

The main heating of an element of the gold surface close 
to the centre is shown on Figure 3. 
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6 - Conclusion 

We demonstrated that, in the case of metallic polished 
surface our ellipsometric method permits effectively thci 
measurements of the temperature of a surface element and to 
know its evolution in real time. The knowledge of thermal 
gradients is the only means of computatior: t,o stresses,. 
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